
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Model: RM/568

Read this booklet thoroughly before using and save it for future reference

NutriRise Blender
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

When using the electrical appliance, the below basic safety preCAUTIONs should be

followed:

1. Read all instructions.

2. Before using check that the voltage power corresponds to the one shown on the

appliance nameplate.

3. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter.

4. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or in a heated oven.

5. If the supply cord is damaged， it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its

service agent or a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard .

6. Avoid contacting moving parts.

7. Do not leave foreign objects, such as spoons, forks, knives or the measuring cup,

in the jug as this will damage the blades and other components when starting the

machine and may cause injury.

8. Blades are sharp, so handle carefully.

9. The use of attachment, including jug, jug lid, not recommended or sold by

manufacturer may cause fire, electric shock or injury.

10. The jug should not be more than 2/3 full when the tamper is left in while blending.

Do not exceed 30 seconds of continuous blending with the tamper in place.

11. When making nut butters or oil based foods, do not process for more than one

minute after the mixture starts circulating. Over-processing can cause dangerous

overheating.

12. When blending hot liquids or ingredients, use caution: spray or escaping steam

may cause scalding and burns. Do not fill container to the maximum capacity.

Always begin processing on the lowest speed setting. Keep hands and other

exposed skin away from the lid opening to prevent possible burns.

13. Turn all controls to OFF and unplug the blender when it is not in use, before

putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning.

14. Never leave the appliance unattended while it is running.

15. To protect against risk of electrical shock do not put motor unit or power cord in

water or other liquid.

16. Keep hands and utensils out of jug while blending to reduce the risk of severe

injury to persons or damage to the blender.

17. If scraping is necessary, turn the power OFF, unplug from the electrical outlet,

and use a rubber spatula only.

18. Always operate blender with lid in place.
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19. Never put non-food items into the jug to blend.

20. Do not open the lid before the blade stops running completely to avoid hazard.

21. Do not put hands or other objects into jug during working.

22. Always disconnect the appliance from the supply if it is left unattended and

before assembling, disassembling or cleaning.

23. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with

reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and

knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use

of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

24. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

25. Shall be taken when handling the sharp cutting blades, emptying the bowl and

during cleaning

26. Do not use outdoors.

27. This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such

as:
– staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments;

– farm houses;

– by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments;

– bed and breakfast type environments.

28. Save this instruction.

HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY
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KNOW YOUR BLENDER

Use

Jar
700mL

Jar base

Motor unit

Jar cover asm

Jar 700mL

Press

ASSEMBLY

Fig.1 Fig.2 Fig.3 Fig.4 Fig.5

USE REMOVAL
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IMPORTAN:

Place the motor base on a clean,dry,level surface such as a counter or table top.
1.Insert the plug into the power supply socket.
2.Pack the food material into the cup;
NOTE:Do not overfill!To avoid spilling,do not add ingredients past
the“MAX”fill line.
3.Place the blade assembly onto the cup and twist it on tightly until you have a
good seal.(Fig.1)
CAUTION: The blade is very sharp, please handle carefully.
4.Turn the cup upside down and place it onto the motor unit,algning the tabs on
the cup with the motor unit .turn it clockwise,until you feel it click into
place.(Fig.2)
NOTE:The appliance will not start to work if the jar is not assembled onto the
motor unit properly;
5.Press one of the buttons to activate .(Fig.3)
6.To remove the cup, ensure that the motor has stopped running.then turn cup
counter clockwise (Fig.4)and pull straight up to remove.(Fig.5)
7.Turn the cup upright and remove the blade assembly by twisting the blade
assembly counter clockwise.Be sure to store the blade assembly attached to an
empty cup when not in use.
8.Twist the sip&seal lid onto the cup to enjoy your drink on the go.press flip top
cap flrmly into the opebing to get the best esal.the flip top cap locks open when
pressed backward.
9.Make sure that the motor base is unplugged when not in use.

Function switch
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Start/Stop
Press once to start continuous running,press again to stop.
Automatic stop after 60 seconds.
Auto Blend
Pulse and blends fresh or softer ingredients to consistent results，timer counts
down.
Stop the each time, can observe whether the agitation result attain the request
or not.
Operation mode: open 3 seconds to stop 1 seconds to stop for a cycle,10 cycles
after the automatic stop.
Pulse
Runs only while pressed down.Short presses make short pulses.
Timer counts up by seconds as long as pressed down.

OPERATION

Blend
1. Lay the appliance on the flat horizontal surface and make sure it is unplugged.

2. Prepare the carrots and cut them into cubes with a size of 15mm*15mm*15mm.

And then remove the measuring cup and jug lid, after it, put the carrot cubes into the

jug. Usually certain amount of purified water has to be added to facilitate the smooth

running of appliance. The proportion of the carrot and water is 2:3. The amount of

mixture should not exceed the max level as indicated on the jug. Place the blade

assembly onto the cup and twist it on tightly until you have a good seal.

3. Connect the appliance with power source, Press“Start/Stop” press key;

4.Automatic stop after 60 seconds.

NOTE:

The max operation time per time shall not exceed 1 minutes and minimum 10

minutes rest time must be maintained between two consecutive cycles. And the

appliance must rest for at least 10 minutes every 10 cycles.

Crushed ice
1. Lay the appliance on the flat horizontal surface and make sure it is unplugged.

2. Prepare the ice and cut them into cubes with a size of 15mm*15mm*15mm.

Quantity not more than 10, into a 700mL cup.Place the blade assembly onto the cup

and twist it on tightly until you have a good seal.
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3. Connect the appliance with power source, Press“Start/Stop” press key;

4.Need to work for more than 30 secondes.

NOTE:

The max operation time per time shall not exceed 1 minutes and minimum 10

minutes rest time must be maintained between two consecutive cycles. And the

appliance must rest for at least 10 minutes every 10 cycles.

Grind
1. Lay the appliance on the flat horizontal surface and make sure it is unplugged.

2. Prepare 100g roasted coffee beans, and then remove the measuring cup and jug lid

and put the roasted coffee beans into the jug, after it, close the jug lid and measuring

cup well in position.

Note: The maximum capacity of food to be grinded must not exceed 100g.

3. Connect the appliance with power source, Press“Start/Stop” press key;

4.Need to work for more than 30 secondes.

NOTE:

The max operation time per time shall not exceed 1 minutes and minimum 10

minutes rest time must be maintained between two consecutive cycles. And the

appliance must rest for at least 10 minutes every 10 cycles.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

The Auto-Clean feature can help to clean the blender and blade assembly easily and

rapidly in complete safety.

-After use, remove the jar from the motor unit and rinse the jar under running water.

-Wiping the outer surface of motor unit with a damp cloth, do not use abrasive

cleansers. Never immerse in water or other solution for cleaning.

-All parts except the motor unit and jar base are dishwasher-safe. You can also wash

the parts, except the motor unit and jar base, in warm, soapy water.
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-Dry all parts and then reassemble them again. But store the appliance with the jug lid

not be closed completely to allow air to circulate and prevent jug odors.

-If any problem has been encountered during use, never disassemble the Motor Unit

by yourself, there are no user serviceable parts inside. Contact only the authorized

service facility for examination and repair.
NOTE:

-The jar base can not be placed in the dishwasher to clean.

WARNING:

1) The blade is very sharp, handle carefully when clean.

2) Do not use abrasive cleaners. Never immerse the Motor Unit in water for cleaning

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY DISPOSAL

You can help protect the environment!
Please remember to respect the local
regulations: hand in the non-working
electrical equipments to an appropriate waste
disposal center.


